Link Building
Cheat Sheet

In this guide, we will walk you through how to leverage initial content collaborations and link
opportunities into ongoing relationships. In fact, this is the exact process

each one of our team members follows to earn over 80 quality backlinks and media

mentions, every month. 


Not only will you learn different ways to efficiently build lists

of link opportunities, we will let you in on the guest post pitch that earns us at least 3

opportunities to write for high authority sites every week. Let's get started!
Step 1

Link Collaboration (foot in
the door)
I. Anchor Text Strategy
respona.com

The anchor text strategy is one of the easiest and, arguably, most effective link building strategies.
If you’re inexperienced with link building, the anchor text strategy is a good place to start as it will
give you a good idea of the general processes behind any link building campaign.
Note: this strategy works particularly well if you already have some linkable
content published.

The process behind it is very simple: you will be looking for non-competing articles that

mention your content’s target keyword (or a similar keyword) but that are centered around a

different topic.





These types of articles are perfect link building prospects because adding your link to them

would help cover a topic they don’t expand on. This helps create a more informative resource,

making it a win-win situation for both sides. To find such specific articles, you will be using

some advanced search operators through either Google or Bing search.





Then, you will be reaching out to the owners of those sites, asking them to add a link to your

suggested anchor text in exchange for some kind of an incentive: a social share, a link from

another website, free subscription to your tool, etc.


Discovery

Respona’s keyword search automations allow you to use either Google or Bing search engines

which feature some very useful advanced search operators to make our search very targeted.





As an example, let’s run a sample campaign for our SaaS Marketing article, in which we have

already secured 47 high-quality backlinks using this exact strategy.


1. Select “Automation Setup” from the menu on the left side of the Find Content step.

2. Make sure that the Keyword Search is selected as the automation type.

3. Select Google or Bing based on the search engine you want to use. For this
example, we are going to use the Google search engine.

Note: Google and Bing have different advanced operators that you can use. So
please use the Advanced Search menu to see which operators to use with each
source.

4. Type in your queries using search operators such as:
inurl:blog (tells the search engine to only show pages that are part of a blog)

intext: (specifies which keyword should be included in the articles’ bodies)

intitle: (specifies which keyword should be included in the articles’ titles)

-intitle: (specifies which keyword should not be included in the articles’ titles)
A few simple search strings would look like this:

1. inurl:blog intext:"saas marketing" -intitle:"saas marketing"
2. inurl:blog intext:"saas marketing" intitle:"content"
3. inurl:blog intext:"pomroting your saas" intitle:"software"


This tells Respona to look for blog posts that mention “SaaS marketing “ in their bodies

but exclude or include certain phrases in the titles of the articles.



Note: If you wish to narrow down the search even more, you can add additional
tags to specific strings which filter down the search to a general topic.

Example: inurl:blog intext:"saas marketing" -intitle:"saas marketing" intitle:"SEO"

5. Once you have a list of queries that suits your needs, you have the option to set
any additional filters with the Advanced Settings.

6. Click "Continue" in the bottom right hand corner. 

7. Select your desired DR range. Our recommendation is any websites above DR 30,
but if you are working with a new site or a site with a very low DR then you can lower
the filter limit.

8. Click “Run Automation” in the bottom right corner.

9. Once the automation is done running, click “View Results”.
With the results on the left hand side of your screen, you'll be able to check inside the articles
to make sure that your targeted keyword is featured in the article using a CTRL+F search. 



Once you have confirmed your opportunities, you can move forward the campaign creation
process by clicking on "Create a Sequence" at the top.


Template

Subject: Some love for {organization}’s blog



Hi {first_name},



I'm [your name and position]. How is your {day_of_week} going?



Just read your {url_title}, really liked how you said that [personalization]!



I have an idea of how we can make the article even better.



You mentioned [your keyword] but didn’t really elaborate too much on it.



We actually have our own article [explain in a couple sentences what the article is
about and 

why it would be useful for them to link to you]



We can return the favor in a few ways [your value proposition]



Looking forward to hearing from you,



[signature]


II. SERP Competitor Backlinks
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The SERP competitor strategy is a very good way to gain some links and divert some attention
from your competitors to your brand. With this strategy, you will be creating campaigns for
content that already exists on your blog simply by looking at competing articles’ backlink profiles. 



Its advantage over other strategies is the fact that its prospecting stage takes considerably less
time, and sometimes you’re able to generate several-hundred-people prospect lists within just a
few minutes.



We will be using Respona’s backlink search to find opportunities that are linking back to URLs or
pages that are competing for the same keyword as ours. 


Discovery
Select the article you will be building links for. As an example, we will use our own
article on micro-influencers
Search for your target keyword in Google.
Select the article or articles you want to find the backlinks for. You can create a
small sheet or document to place the links before you paste them into Respona.

4. Once you have your list of URLs, create a campaign inside Respona from the
campaign dashboard.

5. Select the “Automation Setup” toggle in the top right corner.

6. Select the “Backlinks search” automation.

7. Paste your URL(s) into the entry box.

8. Click "Continue" in the bottom right hand corner. 

9. Select your desired DR range. Our recommendation is any websites above DR 30,
but if you are working with a new site or a site with a very low DR then you can lower
the filter limit.

8. Click “Run Automation” in the bottom right corner.

9. Once the automation is done running, click “View Results”.
From here, the websites linking back to the URL(s) you pasted for the automation will be

added to your campaign. You can now move forward with the rest of the campaign

creation process by clicking “Create a Sequence” at the top.



Template

Subject: Regarding your [topic] post



Hi {first_name},



[Your name] here with [your company]. Hope you're staying safe and healthy.



Just finished reading your {url_title} article. Noticed that you mentioned
[competitor] for [reason].



Wanted to reach out and let you know that our team over at [company] just
released a new tool for [function].



I’d love to set you up with a premium account in return for a mention in your post
(no strings attached).



May I send it over?



[signature]


Step 2

Content Gap Guest Post
Pitch
Using Ahrefs
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In reality, most blogs accept guest posts, even if they don’t have a “write for us” page. So, you can
mix in your guest posting with your other link building campaigns by pitching topics at the end of
other successful link exchanges. Also, you’re much more likely to land a guest post if you already
have established an initial touchpoint of some kind - a successful link exchange, for example.


For this, you will need Ahrefs. More specifically, its Content Gap functionality.

1. Finish a link/content collaboration.

2. Open Ahrefs in two tabs.

3. Paste your prospect’s URL into both. 

4. In the first tab, go to “Organic Search”

5. In the second tab, go to “Content Gap”.

6. Pick two competitors from the “Organic Search” tab, paste them into the fields and
click “Show Keywords”

7. In the “Intersections” filter, select “2 targets”. Then click “Apply”.

8. These are the keywords that your prospect’s competitors are ranking for but they
aren’t. Select 2-3 keywords and come up with a couple guest posting topics.

9. Send your prospect a screenshot of the content gap keywords (similar to the one
above) and offer them to write one of the proposed topics. The target keywords have
a low KD but high search volume.

Template (After a successful link collaboration)

Thank you, {first_name}!



Would love to collaborate more in the future! 



By the way, I was playing around in Ahrefs and noticed that your competitors [list 2
competitors] are raking for [keyword] but you aren’t.



I actually happen to have a writer in house who is a [keyword] nerd and would love
to write a high-quality piece of content covering that topic for you.



Let me know if you’re interested?



[sign-off]



[signature]


Step 3

Partnership
After you complete a link exchange and/or write a guest post for your prospect, you can keep the
relationship going. By using your past touchpoints and collaborations, you have the rapport to start
an ongoing partnership. 



The reason we start a partnership now is because we gradually built the commitment level with
our collaborations. Starting with a simple link exchange, then upping it to a post on their website,
and now an ongoing partnership. 



A great idea would be to set up a link tracking sheet and start adding their link to your upcoming
guest posts for other resources. Once the guest posts with their links get published, add them to
the tracking sheet and notify your partner about it. In return, make sure they do the same for you
(if they do guest posting on other resources), or add more of your links to their own site.

Feel free to use our template for tracking link partnerships.

